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ell, it’s a big month. Pro
Publishing has teamed up
with Pivato Consulting to
release XSalCOM. This major new product gives Centura
Team Developer customers the ability to create COM
automation servers from their present applications, with
no code changes required. That means CTD 1.1 and 1.5,
not some future 2.0 version. We have been testing and
documenting XSalCOM for a long time, but we didn’t
announce any alpha or beta versions. It’s complete,
debugged, and functional right now.
I don’t want to turn this editorial into an advertisement
for XSalCOM. If the timing works out, there will be a
separate brochure enclosed with this issue. But the story
of XSalCOM reveals some important information about how
Centura Software thinks about their development tools.
Originally this technology was offered to Centura in the
hope that COM server functionality could be announced
more than a year ahead of schedule. Centura turned it down,
stating that they would rather provide COM server features
within a smaller, better-designed runtime engine. That’s
why you won’t see COM server capabilities from Centura
Team Developer until the year 2000, and you will have to
migrate to CTD 2.0—and hope for stability in that version—
to get them. Meanwhile, XSalCOM customers will be
deploying actual COM servers now, and when 2.0 finally

arrives, they can take their time choosing
whether to migrate or not.
That position about the runtime
engine has some validity. CTD does have a pretty large
footprint, and it isn’t well-suited to transaction servers. And
Centura has told developers for many years that a better
engine is necessary before things like COM servers, dynamic
instantiation, and multi-threading can be accomplished.
But new developments have caused me to question
all this conventional wisdom. This week, as I was
finishing the XSalCOM documentation edits, Gianluca
Pivato announced that he had found a way to do dynamic
object instantiation with the current CTD runtime. It’s
possible to create dynamic objects derived from any class
in your outline at runtime. Tens of thousands of objects, if
you want. Object pointers. Typecasting. Arrays of objects,
with different elements in the same array derived from
different classes. No memory leaks. Dynamic instantiation
was one of the main features of Tomahawk, and we were
told that it was dead when Tomahawk was cancelled.
Looks like that wasn’t completely true.
How does he do it? We’ll have details in an upcoming
issue. And Pivato says that he has a multi-threading
example working with the present runtime engine, too!
I am aware that Gianluca Pivato has about five times
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If nFiles<1
Return FALSE
Call fTrimArray(sFileNames)
Call fConvertToNormal()
On SAM_Create
Call SalDropFilesAcceptFiles( hWndItem, TRUE )

want to give the file a new timestamp, so save
the current one to use later, applying it
to the converted file.
Call SalFileGetDateTime(sFileNames[nIndex],
dtFileDate)
If App.InitFromFile(sFileNames[nIndex])
Call SalStatusSetText( hWndForm, 'Saving ' ||
sFileNames[nIndex] || ' as normal' )
Call VisFileSetAttribute( sFileNames[nIndex],
FA_ReadOnly, FALSE )
If NOT App.SaveOutline(sFileNames[nIndex])
Call SalMessageBox('Could not write ' ||
sFileNames[nIndex],'Error', MB_Ok)
Else If cbKeepDate
Call SalFileSetDateTime(sFileNames[nIndex],
dtFileDate)
Else
Call SalMessageBox('Could not open ' ||
sFileNames[nIndex],'Error', MB_Ok)
If cbReadOnly
Call VisFileSetAttribute( sFileNames[nIndex],
FA_ReadOnly, TRUE )
Else
Call VisFileSetAttribute( sFileNames[nIndex],
FA_ReadOnly, FALSE )
Set nIndex=nIndex+1
Call SalStatusSetText( hWndForm, '' )
Call SalStatusSetText(hWndForm,'Finished - converted

Before this magic could happen, it was necessary to call
SalDropAcceptFiles, as shown in the listing. This tells
Windows that a file “drop” will be allowed on the current
child window.

On to the next problem
Well, that was easy! Next I had to tackle the problem of
timestamps changing for a file each time it’s saved. I
didn’t want to simply keep the timestamp in all cases. So I
provided a checkbox for the user to specify his or her
desire. I defaulted the checkbox to true, meaning that the
older timestamps would be kept during the conversion.
I crossed my fingers and looked for a SAL function to
help me out here. And SalFileSetDateTime came to my
rescue. I’ve been using SQLWindows for many years and
never had occasion to try that one. At any rate, as you can
see from Listing 2, I capture the timestamp of the file in a
variable before conversion begins. If the user has asked to
keep the original timestamp, I let the save finish, then
change the timestamp back to the original value after the
save is complete.

'
|| sFiles || ' files.')

The logic related to cbReadOnly is in there because
some version control systems want to keep tight control of
which files can be edited. In such systems, users become
accustomed to thinking that if they can edit a file, it must
be checked out to them in the version control software. In
such cases, the user may want to employ various
combinations of converting from read-only to editable, or
vice versa.

Listing 2. The main conversion logic (again).
Function: fConvertToNormal
Description:
Returns
Parameters
Static Variables
Local variables
: App
Class: cdkApplication
Number: nIndex
String: sIndex
String: sFiles
Date/Time: dtFileDate
Actions
Set sFiles=SalNumberToStrX(nFiles,0)
Set nIndex=0
While sFileNames[nIndex]>''
Set sIndex=SalNumberToStrX(nIndex+1,0)
Call SalStatusSetText( hWndForm,
'Trying to open ' ||
sFileNames[nIndex]|| ', number ' ||
sIndex || ' of ' || sFiles )
! get the current date/time of the file.
Just because we are converting doesn't mean we
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more talent than typical developers like me. But
remember—he has done all of this work without any
technical assistance from Centura. In fact, when he asked
them for some information about the internals of the
runtime engine, he was politely refused. Imagine what
would be possible if he did have such access.
So why haven’t we seen this kind of innovation from
inside Centura? One possible explanation is that there’s
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Learn more!
“drag and save.exe” is a real nice little utility, very quick
and convenient. I hope it works well for you. Take a look
at the accompanying file “drag and save.app” and
examine the techniques—they’ll help you learn more
about file manipulation in SQLWindows. I’m ready for the
next set of enhancement requests! CP
Download drag and save.ZIP from this issue’s Table of
Contents at www.ProPublishing.com or find it on this
month’s Companion Disk.
Mark Hunter, aside from being editor for this publication, also works his
Centura consulting, training, and mentoring magic from Hunter Software,
Inc., located in Southern California, and serving a demanding clientele

no one left at the company who participated in the CTD
1.x runtime engine development. The engineers who are
there now may not really understand it. Is that the reason
that Centura says a new runtime engine must come before
any significant enhancements? Is it because their engineers
don’t know how to take advantage of their own code?
XSalCOM is an example of a strategic advantage that
doesn’t have to wait for a new runtime engine. There may
be many others. Is it right for Centura to ignore the
potential of the current CTD versions as it slowly works
toward 2.0? CP
www.ProPublishing.com

